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Abstract. The indistinguishability of two pieces of data (or two lists of
pieces of data) can be represented formally in terms of a relation called
static equivalence. Static equivalence depends on an underlying equational theory. The choice of an inappropriate equational theory can lead
to overly pessimistic or overly optimistic notions of indistinguishability,
and in turn to security criteria that require protection against impossible attacks or—worse yet—that ignore feasible ones. In this paper, we
define and justify an equational theory for standard, fundamental cryptographic operations. This equational theory yields a notion of static
equivalence that implies computational indistinguishability. Static equivalence remains liberal enough for use in applications. In particular, we
develop and analyze a principled formal account of guessing attacks in
terms of static equivalence.

1

Introduction

In the study of security, it is frequent to reason about whether two pieces of
data can be distinguished by an observer. For example, the pieces of data might
be two encrypted messages, and the observer an attacker that attempts to learn
something about the underlying cleartexts by analyzing the encrypted messages.
The two encrypted messages are indistinguishable if, no matter how the attacker
operates on them, it cannot discern any meaningful difference. The encrypted
messages may however be different—for instance, they may look like different
random numbers.
Formally, indistinguishability can be represented in terms of a relation called
static equivalence [4]. Roughly, two terms (and, more generally, two lists of terms)
are statically equivalent when they satisfy all the same equations. This relation
is essentially a special case of the observational equivalence relation of process
calculi. It is simpler than observational equivalence in that it does not allow
for continued interaction between a system and an observer: the observer gets
data once and then conducts experiments on its own. Nevertheless, observational
equivalence can be reduced to a combination of static equivalence and usual
bisimulation requirements [4, 5, 15].
Static equivalence depends on an underlying equational theory. The choice of
an inappropriate equational theory can lead to overly pessimistic or optimistic

notions of indistinguishability, and in turn to security criteria that require protection against impossible attacks or—worse yet—that ignore feasible ones.
In this paper, we define an equational theory for standard, fundamental cryptographic operations, and we justify and apply the resulting concept of static
equivalence. These operations include various flavors of encryption and decryption. Static equivalence in this theory implies computational indistinguishability.
In other words, if the formal notion of static equivalence indicates that two pieces
of data are indistinguishable, then no computationally feasible experiment can
tell those two pieces of data apart. (This property is a soundness theorem. Although it is less important, we have also explored completeness, but we omit
its discussion here; see however [28, 9].) Our notion of computational feasibility
is based on the sorts of assumptions typically employed in complexity-theoretic
cryptography. It includes certain assumptions on the security properties of the
cryptographic operations; those assumptions appear reasonable and fairly standard, but so do others, and picking satisfactory ones is somewhat delicate.
While static equivalence is conservative enough to exclude feasible attacks,
it also remains liberal enough for use in applications. In particular, we develop
a formal account of guessing attacks (e.g., [23, 24, 13, 32, 31]) in terms of static
equivalence. Since guessing attacks constitute a significant threat against protocols that rely on passwords and other weak secrets, the recent literature contains several studies of guessing attacks, with both formal and computational
approaches (e.g., [27, 19, 18, 17, 10, 12, 16, 22, 25, 21]). Formal approaches are attractive because of their relative simplicity, which often enables automation. On
the other hand, formal approaches are rather varied and sometimes ad hoc. Fortunately, it has been suggested that a formulation of guessing attacks could be
based on static equivalence [17, 20]. We believe that this idea has a number of
virtues. It leads to a crisp definition, it is fairly independent of specific choices
of cryptographic operations, and it extends nicely to general process calculi.
To date, however, this idea has not been worked out fully, in the setting of an
appropriate equational theory. We aim to address this gap.
A related, frequent shortcoming of formal analyses is the lack of computational justifications. This lack allows the possibility that a protocol is safe against
attacks formally, but that a feasible attack exists nonetheless. An active line of
recent work aims to address such shortcomings, by defining and proving computational soundness results for formal methods (e.g., [6, 8, 29, 26]). That line
of research includes a computational study of static equivalence [11]; the theories considered there do not include the one that we define in this paper (in
part because those theories do not model probabilistic encryption functions, nor
encryption under weak keys) and have not provided a satisfactory account of
guessing attacks, but they are an important piece of the context of this work.
That line of research also includes a study of guessing attacks, with an ad hoc
formal definition of those attacks [7]. In this paper we build on that previous
work, and go beyond it.
The next section, Section 2, presents a formal model: it defines sorted terms,
an equational theory for them, and the corresponding notion of static equiva2

lence. Section 3 interprets the syntax of the formal model in a computational
universe; it includes cryptographic assumptions. Section 4 establishes the computational soundness of static equivalence for the equational theory. Section 5
applies our results to the study of guessing attacks. Section 6 concludes. Because
of space constraints, we omit cryptographic constructions, a decision procedure
for static equivalence, proofs, and additional details; these are included in an
extended version of this paper [1].

2

Abstract Model

In order to represent cryptographic messages in an abstract way, we use terms
over a many-sorted signature, equipped with an equational theory.
2.1

Sorts and Terms

The set of sorts (or types) that we consider is defined by the following grammar:
τ ::=
| SKey
| EKey
| DKey
| Data
| Coins
| Pair [τ1 , τ2 ]
| SCipher [τ ]
| ACipher [τ ]

symmetric keys
(public) encryption keys
(private) decryption keys
passwords and other data
coins for encryption
pairs of messages
symmetric encryptions of messages of type τ
asymmetric encryptions of messages of type τ

The set of (well-sorted) terms, written S, T , U , V , . . . , is built from an
infinite number of variables x, y, . . . and names a, b, n, r, k, sk, pk, . . . for each
sort, with the following function symbols:
encτ : τ × Data → τ
decτ : τ × Data → τ
pencτ : τ × EKey × Coins → ACipher [τ ]
pdecτ : ACipher [τ ] × DKey → τ
pub : DKey → EKey
pdec successτ : ACipher [τ ] × DKey → Data
sencτ : τ × SKey × Coins → SCipher [τ ]
sdecτ : SCipher [τ ] × SKey → τ
sdec successτ : SCipher [τ ] × SKey → Data
pairτ1 ,τ2 : τ1 × τ2 → Pair [τ1 , τ2 ]
fstτ1 ,τ2 : Pair [τ1 , τ2 ] → τ1
sndτ1 ,τ2 : Pair [τ1 , τ2 ] → τ2
0, 1 : Data
w, c0 , c1 . . . : Data
3

encryption under data
decryption with data
public-key encryption
private-key decryption
public-key extraction
domain predicate for
private-key decryption
symmetric encryption
symmetric decryption
domain predicate for
symmetric decryption
pairing
first projection
second projection
boolean constants
additional data constants

Encryption and decryption symbols may not be available for all sorts τ . We let
Tpenc be the set of types τ for which the symbols pencτ , pdecτ , and pdec successτ
are available, and define Tsenc and Tenc analogously. We assume that pairs are
not encrypted under data values, that is, Tenc ∩ {Pair [τ1 , τ2 ]}τ1 ,τ2 = ∅; pairs may
however be encrypted with enc component by component.
Our function symbols represent encryption and decryption functions and
auxiliary operations. The first two functions (encτ and decτ ) are to be used
with data values as keys; the data values may be the constant symbols of the
grammar, which may represent the passwords in a dictionary. (In contrast, fresh
names may represent strong keys; the scoping rules justify the respective uses
of constant symbols and names.) The fact that encτ does not take a parameter
of type Coins relates to the difficulties with probabilistic password-based encryption [7]. Moreover, the language provides no direct way for the attacker to
check that a value results from applying encτ with a particular key. Such properties are essential for thwarting guessing attacks in practice (for example, in the
EKE protocol [13]). The remaining functions are fairly standard; they include
functions for public-key and symmetric encryption (pencτ and sencτ ), which are
probabilistic in the sense that they take a parameter of type Coins.
We often omit type annotations on function symbols. For instance, provided
that S, T , and U have type Data, we may write pair(enc(S, T ), U ) instead of
pairData,Data (encData (S, T ), U ). In addition, we sometimes use the abbreviations
{S}T for enc(S, T ), {S}rpub(sk) for penc(S, pub(sk), r), and {S}rk for senc(S, k, r).
We write var(T ) and names(T ) for the sets of variables and names that occur
in a term T . We extend the notation to tuples and sets of terms. A term T is
ground or closed when var(T ) = ∅. We write σ = {x1 7→ T1 , . . . , xn 7→ Tn }
for a substitution, and let dom(σ) = {x1 , . . . , xn }, var(σ) = var(T1 , . . . , Tn ),
and names(σ) = names(T1 , . . . , Tn ). A substitution σ is ground or closed when
var(σ) = ∅. We consider only well-sorted substitutions (that is, for each i, Ti =
xi σ has the same sort as xi ).
2.2

Equational Theory

We model the semantics of the cryptographic primitives by equipping terms with
an equational theory, that is, a reflexive, symmetric, transitive relation, stable
by (well-sorted) substitutions of terms for variables and (in this case) for names,
and stable by application of contexts. Specifically, we consider the equational
theory =E generated by the following equations:
decτ (encτ (x, y), y) = x
pdecτ (pencτ (x, pub(y), z), y) = x
sdecτ (sencτ (x, y, z), y) = x
fstτ1 ,τ2 (pairτ1 ,τ2 (x, y)) = x
pairτ1 ,τ2 (fstτ1 ,τ2 (x), sndτ1 ,τ2 (x)) = x

encτ (decτ (x, y), y) = x
pdec successτ (pencτ (x, pub(y), z), y) = 1
sdec successτ (sencτ (x, y, z), y) = 1
sndτ1 ,τ2 (pairτ1 ,τ2 (x, y)) = y

where the symbols x, y, and z represent variables of the appropriate sorts. Most
of the equations are fairly standard. The only surprise may be the inclusion of
4

encτ (decτ (x, y), y) = x, without which an attacker that sees x and guesses y
might confirm whether x is a ciphertext encrypted under y by decrypting x
with y, reencrypting with y, and comparing the result to x; the equation implies
that the comparison always succeeds, whether the guess was correct or not. So,
for instance, encτ (n, c0 ) and encτ (n, c1 ) are indistinguishable when n is a fresh
name of sort τ . Such consequences of the equation are important for the security
of protocols that rely on weak secrets. Moreover, the equation holds in many
reasonable implementations, in particular those based on keyed permutations.
When oriented from left to right, the equations above form a convergent
rewriting system that we call R.
2.3

Frames and Static Equivalence

Frames represent sets of messages available to an observer (for example, because
they were sent over a public network) [4]. More precisely, a frame is an expression
ϕ = ν ñ.{x1 = T1 , . . . , xn = Tn } where ñ is a set of restricted names, and each Ti
is a closed term of the same sort as xi . For simplicity, we require (without loss of
generality) that every name in use be restricted, that is, ñ = names(T1 , . . . , Tn ).
A name k may still be disclosed explicitly, for instance by a dedicated mapping
xi = k. Therefore, we tend to omit the binders ν ñ, and identify a frame ϕ with
its underlying substitution {x1 7→ T1 , . . . , xn 7→ Tn }.
A closed term T is deducible from a frame ϕ if there exists a term M with
var(M ) ⊆ dom(ϕ) and names(M ) ∩ names(ϕ) = ∅ such that M ϕ =E T [2, 3].
Two frames ϕ1 and ϕ2 such that dom(ϕ1 ) = dom(ϕ2 ) are statically equivalent
(written ϕ1 ≈E ϕ2 ) if, for every pair of terms (M, N ) such that var(M, N ) ⊆
dom(ϕ1 ) and names(M, N ) ∩ names(ϕ1 , ϕ2 ) = ∅, it holds that M ϕ1 =E N ϕ2 if
and only if M ϕ2 =E N ϕ2 . Proving static equivalence may not be easy. Fortunately, efficient methods exist in many cases (e.g., [2, 14]). In particular, static
equivalence is decidable in polynomial time for unsorted convergent subterm
theories [2]; we expect that this result carries over to sorted convergent subterm
theories such as =E . We have an alternative decision procedure for the static
equivalences that are the subject of our main theorem (see Section 4).
We close this section with a few examples of equivalences and inequivalences
under the theory E:
{x = {0}rk } ≈E {x = {1}rk }
{0}rk ,

0
{0}rk }

{x =
y=
{x = {n}w , y = {m}w }
{x = {{n}w }w , y = {m}w }
1
2
{x = {{0}rpub(sk)
}w , y = {0}rpub(sk)
}

≈E
≈E
≈E
≈E

{1}rk ,

(1)
0
{0}rk0 }

{x =
y=
{x = a1 , y = a2 }
{x = a1 , y = a2 }
{x = a1 , y = a2 }

1
1
{x = {{0}rpub(sk)
}w , y = {0}rpub(sk)
} ≈E {x = {a1 }w , y = a1 }

{x =

{{n}rk1 }w ,

y = k} 6≈E {x = a1 , y = k}

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Examples (1) and (2) are simple examples about symmetric encryptions under
strong keys, illustrating that those encryptions hide plaintexts and also equalities
5

of plaintexts or keys across encryptions. Examples (3) and (4) illustrate that
encryptions of fresh names under a constant w (intuitively, under a weak secret)
can look like fresh names. The values of x and y are two such encryptions—
and the former is in fact a double encryption in example (4)—with unrelated
underlying names. Example (5) resembles example (4); it illustrates that an
1
under w can look like a fresh
encryption of a public-key ciphertext {0}rpub(sk)
name. In examples (3)–(5), the plaintexts being encrypted are not otherwise
available to the observer, though somewhat related plaintexts may be (as the
values of the variable y). Example (6) treats a case in which the observer also
obtains the plaintext being encrypted, through y; in that case, the observer can
see a relation between the value of x and the value of y, namely that the former
is an encryption of the latter under w. Example (7) indicates that the observer
that is given k can distinguish {{n}rk1 }w from a fresh name; intuitively, after
decrypting with w, the adversary can tell if what it sees is a ciphertext under k
or not, since the success of shared-key decryption is detectable.

3

Implementation

In this section we interpret the syntax of the formal model in a computational
universe. We also discuss cryptographic assumptions on which the implementation relies.
3.1

Interpreting the Syntax

Next we detail the mapping from terms to distribution ensembles over bit-strings.
Encryption schemes. The mapping uses a public-key encryption scheme Π p =
(Kp , E p , Dp ) and a symmetric encryption scheme Π s = (Ks , E s , Ds ). It also uses
a symmetric, deterministic, type-preserving encryption scheme Π = (K, E, D).
(The definition of type preserving is given below.) In each of these triples, the first
component is a key-generation function, the second an encryption function, and
the third a decryption function. We write η for a security parameter. For each η,
R
R
we write k ←
− Kη and k ←
− Kηs for the process of generating an encryption key k
R

for Π and Π s , respectively, and similarly we write (pk, sk) ←
− Kηp for the process
of generating a pair (pk, sk) of encryption and decryption keys for Π p . As usual,
the encryption functions E p and E s are randomized; we write E p (m, k, r) and
E s (m, k, r) for public-key and symmetric encryptions, respectively, of message
R
m under encryption key k with random coins r. We write c ←
− E p (m, k) and
R
s
c←
− E (m, k) for the corresponding encryption processes, using fresh random
coins. We assume that the set of keys for Π is of the form {0, 1}α1 (η) , and that
the set of coins for Π s and Π p is {0, 1}α2 (η) , where the functions α1 (η) and
α2 (η) are polynomially bounded and at least linearly increasing.
We say that Π is type-preserving when, for every τ ∈ Tenc , encryption and
decryption by Π map [[τ ]]η —the set of bit-strings that corresponding to the type
τ —to itself.
6

Sorts, functions, and random drawings. For each value of the security
parameter η, the concrete meaning of sorts and terms is characterized (much as
in [11]) by:
– for each sort τ , a carrier set [[τ ]]η ;
– for each function symbol f : τ1 × . . . × τn → τ , a function [[f ]]η : [[τ1 ]]η × . . . ×
[[τn ]]η → [[τ ]]η ;
R
– for each sort τ , a procedure written e ←
− [[τ ]]η for drawing a random element
R

e from [[τ ]]η , according to a distribution written (←
− [[τ ]]η ).
R

We require that no element in [[τ ]]η has probability 0 according to (←
− [[τ ]]η ), that
R

the probability of collision for (←
− [[τ ]]η ) is negligible (that is, asymptotically
smaller than any inverse polynomial), and that all the operations mentioned
are computable in probabilistic polynomial time (PPTIME) in the complexity
parameter. These conditions are ensured by the construction below and the
properties of secure encryption schemes (defined in the next subsection).
The carrier set [[τ ]] η of a type τ is defined inductively:
[[SKey]] η
[[EKey]] η
[[DKey]] η
[[Data]] η
[[Coins]] η
[[Pair [τ1 , τ2 ]]] η
[[SCipher [τ ]]] η
[[ACipher [τ ]]] η

= “SKey” k {symmetric keys for Π s (η)}
= “EKey” k {public keys for Π p (η)}
= “DKey” k {private keys for Π p (η)}
= “Data” k {0, 1}α1 (η)
= “Coins” k {0, 1}α2 (η)
= “P air” k [[τ1 ]] η k [[τ2 ]] η
= “SCipher ” k τ k {ciphertexts of Π s (η)}
= “ACipher ” k τ k {ciphertexts of Π p (η)}

where k denotes the concatenation of bit-strings (applied by extension on sets of
bit-strings), and we assume an encoding of identifiers for types τ into bit-strings.
The meaning of function symbols is as follows:
– Symbols pairτ1 ,τ2 , fstτ1 ,τ2 , and sndτ1 ,τ2 are implemented on bit-strings by
tagged concatenation and projections, as one might expect.
– Constants w, c0 , c1 , . . . are mapped to arbitrary PPTIME-computable sequences of bit-strings of length α1 (η), prefixed with the tag “Data”; 0 and
1 are mapped respectively to “Data” k 0α1 (η) and “Data” k 1α1 (η) .
– For every τ ∈ Tpenc , the implementations of pencτ , pdecτ , and pdec successτ
are defined by:
[[pencτ ]]η (m, “EKey”||pk, “Coins”||r)
= “ACipher ”kτ kEτp (m, pk, r)

Dp (c, sk)
if m = “ACipher ”kτ kc and the

[[pdecτ ]]η (m, “DKey”||sk) =
decryption Dp (c, sk) succeeds


hany valuei otherwise
success
]]
(m,
“DKey”||sk)
= “Data” k
[[pdec
η
τ
(
α1 (η)
1
if m = “ACipher ”kτ kc and the decryption Dp (c, sk) succeeds
α1 (η)
0
otherwise
7

The implementations of sencτ , sdecτ , and sdec successτ , for τ ∈ Tsenc , are
defined similarly.
– For every τ ∈ Tenc , the implementations of encτ and decτ are defined by:
[[encτ ]]η (m, “Data”kk) = E(m, k)
[[decτ ]]η (c, “Data”kk) = D(c, k)
We assume that E(·, k) and D(·, k) are inverse bijections from [[τ ]] η to itself.
In particular, tags are left unchanged by these functions.
R

The drawing of random values of type τ (e ←
− [[τ ]] η ) is defined by induction
on τ (with, in addition, the appropriate tags in each case):
– When τ is one of SKey, EKey, and DKey, use the dedicated key generation
algorithm, respectively Ks , fst(Kp ), and snd(Kp ).
– When τ is Data or Coins, use the uniform distribution over [[τ ]] η .
– When τ = Pair [τ1 , τ2 ], recursively draw random elements in [[τ1 ]] η and [[τ2 ]] η ,
then tag and concatenate them.
– When τ is SCipher [τ ] or ACipher [τ ], encrypt a random element in [[τ ]] η with
a fresh random key of the appropriate kind.
Interpreting terms and frames. Given η, we associate with each frame ϕ =
νe
n.{x1 = T1 , . . . , xn = Tn } a distribution [[ϕ]]η defined by the following procedure
R

for computing a sample φ ←
− [[ϕ]]η :
R

1. for each name of sort τ that occurs in ϕ, draw a value b
a←
− [[τ ]]η ;
2. compute the value Tbi of each closed term Ti , recursively:
c1 , . . . , S
c1 )
f (S1\
, . . . , Sn ) = [[f ]]η (S

for every function symbol f,

c1 , . . . , xn = T
cn }.
3. let the resulting concrete frame be φ = {x1 = T
We define the notation [[ ]]η for closed terms and tuples of closed terms similarly.
We may write [[ϕ]]η, a1 7→e1 , ..., an 7→en so as to specify the values for names, and
[[ϕ]]η, c1 7→e1 , ..., cn 7→en so as to specify the values of the constants c1 , . . . , cn . We
write [[ϕ]] for the ensemble (family of distributions) ([[ϕ]]η )η . We identify a singlevalued (Dirac) distribution with its unique value.
Indistinguishability. Two ensembles D1 = (Dη1 )η and D2 = (Dη2 )η are indistinguishable, written D1 ≈ D2 , when, for every PPTIME adversary A, the
function
h
i
h
i
R
R
AdvA (η) = P e ←
− Dη1 : A(e) = 1 − P e ←
− Dη2 : A(e) = 1
is negligible.
8

3.2

Cryptographic Assumptions

We use symmetric and asymmetric encryption schemes that satisfy a notion of
security related to type-0 and type-1 security [6]. Essentially, we require that
for each type τ , the encryption function restricted to elements of [[τ ]] reveal no
information about the key used for encryption and hide all partial information
about underlying plaintexts—except for their belonging to the carrier set [[τ ]].
Definition 1. Let Π s = (Ks , E s , Ds ) be a symmetric encryption scheme. For
each security parameter η and type τ ∈ Tsenc , we consider the following experiment, with a two-stage PPTIME adversary A = (A1 , A2 ):
R

– a key k is generated via k ←
− Ks (η);
– A1 is provided access to an oracle E s (·, k), that is, A1 may submit messages
m to the oracle and receives in return corresponding encryptions E s (m, k);
– then A1 outputs a challenge message m∗ ∈ [[τ ]]η together with some state
information st;
R
– a bit b ←
− {0, 1} is selected at random; if b = 0, we let c be a (tagged)
R
encryption of m∗ under k, that is, c ←
− “SCipher ”kτ kE s (m∗ , k); otherwise,
we let c be a (tagged) encryption of a random element of τ under a random
R
key, that is, c ←
− [[SCipher [τ ]]]η ;
– A2 is given c and st, and outputs a bit b0 .
The adversary A is successful if b0 = b. The advantage of A is defined by
AdvτΠ s ,A (η) = Pr[A is successful] − 21 . We say that Π s is Tsenc -secure if for all
PPTIME adversaries A and all τ ∈ Tsenc , the function AdvτΠ s ,A (·) is negligible.
Definition 2. Let Π p = (Kp , E p , Dp ) be an asymmetric encryption scheme.
For each security parameter η and type τ ∈ Tpenc , we consider the following
experiment, with a two-stage PPTIME adversary A = (A1 , A2 ):
R

– a pair of encryption/decryption keys (pk, sk) is generated via (pk, sk) ←
−
Kp (η), and A1 is given pk;
– A1 outputs a challenge message m∗ ∈ [[τ ]]η together with some state information st;
R
– a bit b ←
− {0, 1} is selected at random; if b = 0, we let c be a (tagged) enR
cryption of m∗ under pk, that is, c ←
− “ACipher ”kτ kE p (m∗ , pk); otherwise,
we let c be a (tagged) encryption of a random element of τ under a random
R
public key, that is, c ←
− [[ACipher [τ ]]]η ;
– A2 is given c and st, and outputs a bit b0 .
The adversary A = (A1 , A2 ) is successful if b0 = b. The advantage of A is defined
by AdvτΠ p ,A (η) = Pr[A is successful]− 21 . We say that Π p is Tpenc -secure if for all
PPTIME adversaries A and all τ ∈ Tpenc , the function AdvτΠ p ,A (·) is negligible.
Our notion of security for encryption schemes that use data values (such as
passwords) as keys is less standard—and there is not yet a standard notion in
the area:
9

Definition 3. Let Π = (K, E, D) be a symmetric, deterministic, type-preserving
encryption scheme such that the set of keys is {0, 1}α1 (η) for each η.
1. Real-or-Random security (Tenc -RoR): For each security parameter η
and type τ ∈ Tenc , we consider the following experiment, with a two-stage
PPTIME adversary A = (A1 , A2 ):
R
– a key k is generated via k ←
− K(η);
– A1 is provided access to an oracle E(·, k), that is, A1 may submit (tagged)
messages m to the oracle and receives in return corresponding (tagged)
encryptions E(m, k);
– then A1 submits a challenge message m∗ ∈ [[τ ]]η and some state information st;
R
– a bit b ←
− {0, 1} is selected at random; if b = 0, we let c be the (tagged)
R
encryption of m∗ under k, that is, c = E(m∗ , k); otherwise, we let c ←
−
[[τ ]]η be a random element from [[τ ]]η ;
– A2 is given c and st, and outputs a bit b0 .
The adversary A is successful if b0 = b and the challenge message m∗ is
different from all the messages m submitted by A to the encryption oracle.
The advantage of A is AdvτRoR,Π,A (η) = Pr[A is successful] − 21 . We say that
Π is Tenc -RoR secure if for all PPTIME adversaries A and all τ ∈ Tenc , the
function AdvτRoR,Π,A (·) is negligible.
2. Encryption under passwords or other data values (Tenc -Pwd): For
each security parameter η and type τ ∈ Tenc , we consider the following experiment, with a two-stage PPTIME adversary A = (A1 , A2 ):
– A1 outputs a key k ∈ {0, 1}α1 (η) and some state information st;
R
– a bit b ←
− {0, 1} is selected at random; if b = 0, we let c be the (tagged)
R
encryption of some random element under k, that is, m ←
− [[τ ]]η and
R

c = E(m, k); otherwise, we let c ←
− [[τ ]]η be a random element from [[τ ]]η ;
– A2 is given c and st, and outputs a bit b0 .
The adversary A is successful if b0 = b. The advantage of A is defined by
AdvτPwd,Π,A (η) = Pr[A is successful]− 21 . We say that Π is a Tenc -Pwd secure
if for all PPTIME adversaries A and all τ ∈ Tenc , the function AdvτPwd,Π,A (·)
is negligible.
Finally, Π is Tenc -secure if it is both Tenc -RoR and Tenc -Pwd secure.
Condition 1 (Tenc -RoR security) is a variant of IND-P1-C0 security [30, 11].
We require it because we allow enc to be used as a first-class encryption algorithm, that is, with strong keys (not just passwords). Without this condition,
our main result remains true on frames which use only constants as keys for enc
(much as in [7]).
Condition 2 (Tenc -Pwd security) addresses the security of passwords (or other
data) when used as keys. Intuitively, it states that the encryption of a random
value must be distributed like the value. A related previous condition [7] allows
a possibly different distribution for the encryptions of random values and the
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values themselves. This difference is mostly due to the fact that we authorize
multiple layers of encryptions with passwords (see example (4)).
Finally, an implementation with (Π s , Π p , Π) is (Tsenc , Tpenc , Tenc )-secure (or
simply secure) if the three schemes Π s , Π p , and Π are, respectively, Tsenc -secure,
Tpenc -secure, and Tenc -secure.
A possible secure implementation, using standard cryptographic tools, is outlined in the extended version of this paper [1].

4

Soundness of Static Equivalence

In this section we present our main soundness result. As usual (following [6]),
this result requires a hypothesis that excludes encryption cycles, and also some
other well-formedness conditions.
A key position in an expression is a position that corresponds to the argument
U of a subterm of the form pub(U ), or to the second argument V of a subterm
encτ (U, V ), pencτ (U, V, W ), or sencτ (U, V, W ). An encryption cycle of a frame ϕ
is a sequence of names k0 , k1 , . . . , kn of sort Data, DKey, and SKey such that
kn = k0 and
for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1, there exists a subterm of ϕ of the form encτ (U, V ),
pencτ (U, V, W ), or sencτ (U, V, W ) such that ki is a subterm of U not in
key position and ki+1 is a subterm of V .
2
For instance, the frame ϕ1 = {x = {sk1 }rk12 , y = {k2 }rpub(sk
} has an encryption
1)
r1
r2
cycle, while ϕ2 = {x = {pub(sk1 )}k2 , y = {k2 }pub(sk1 ) } does not.
A frame ϕ is well-formed if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) ϕ is R-reduced, that is, in normal form with respect to the rewriting system R;
(ii) ϕ does not contain the symbols dec, pdec, sdec, pdec success, sdec success,
fst, and snd;
(iii) terms in key position in ϕ are of the following forms, depending on their
sort:
– sorts DKey and SKey: names,
– sort EKey: names and terms of the form pub(a),
– sort Data: names and constants;
(iv) terms of type Coins may only be names, and appear as the third argument
of an encryption; moreover, if such a name appears twice in ϕ then the
encryption terms in which it appears are identical;
(v) ϕ has no encryption cycles;
(vi) for every subterm of ϕ of the form enc(T, k) where k is a name, T contains
none of the constants w, c0 , c1 , . . . , and T has no subterm of the form
enc(S, 0) or enc(S, 1).
Condition (ii) indicates that we focus on the indistinguishability of expressions
built from constructors; it does not preclude using other functions in the observations that may distinguish frames. Condition (iii) says that keys are atomic
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terms for symmetric encryptions, and terms of the form pub(a) for public-key
encryptions. Similarly, condition (iv) says that coins are names and are used
only for encryptions, with different coins in each encryption. Condition (v) is
the acyclicity requirement. Finally, condition (vi) restricts the occurrences of
constants within plaintexts for deterministic encryption under strong keys (represented by names). For instance, this condition excludes the frame νk.{x1 =
enc(c1 , k), x2 = enc(c2 , k)}, which is equivalent to νa1 , a2 .{x1 = a1 , x2 = a2 }
formally but not computationally if c1 and c2 happen to have the same bitstring implementations. More generally, when T1 and T2 are two terms such
that T1 6=E T2 , the encryptions enc(T1 , k) and enc(T2 , k) may behave like distinct fresh names formally but not computationally, unless the bit-string values
of T1 and T2 collide with negligible probability.
We obtain:
Theorem 1 (≈E -soundness). Let ϕ1 and ϕ2 be two well-formed frames such
that ϕ1 ≈E ϕ2 . In any secure implementation, [[ϕ1 ]] ≈ [[ϕ2 ]].
The proof of this theorem (in the extended version of this paper [1]) relies on
a detailed formal analysis of static equivalence, and in particular on a decision
procedure for the static equivalences under consideration. The theorem follows
from a step-by-step complexity-theoretic validation of the decision procedure.

5

Application to Security against Guessing Attacks

Weak secrets such as PINs and passwords sometimes serve as encryption keys.
Their safe use is challenging because of the possibility of guessing attacks, in
which data that depends on a weak secret allows an attacker to check guesses
of the values of the weak secret. For example, if a message contains a fixed
cleartext Hello, and it is encrypted under a password pwd drawn from a small
dictionary, then an attacker that sees the message can try to decrypt it with
all values in the dictionary until one yields the cleartext Hello, thus discovering
a probable value for the password. The attacker may mount this attack offline, avoiding detection. The attack is made possible by the fact that, given
the data available to the attacker, pwd can be distinguished from another value
pwd’: encstring (Hello, pwd)6≈E encstring (Hello, pwd’). Conversely, immunity to such
guessing attacks can be formulated as a static equivalence between two frames,
one that corresponds to what is actually available to the attacker and the other
to a variant in which the weak secrets are replaced with fresh keys or with
arbitrary other keys [17, 20].
We believe that, as suggested in the introduction, the treatment of guessing
attacks in terms of static equivalence is attractive in several respects. This section
shows that this treatment can be computationally sound. In comparison with the
only previous computational justification for a formal criterion against guessing
attacks [7], the present results have several strengths. First, they apply to a
criterion formulated in terms of standard notions, rather than an ad hoc criterion.
Consequently, they fit into a standard analysis method which can also deal with
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other properties and other kinds of attacks. In addition, they are more general,
in that they immediately apply to scenarios with multiple weak secrets. Finally,
it is satisfying that these results follow from theorems of somewhat broader
interest.
In our formalism, modeling a password as a constant w of sort Data, we may
say that the password is not revealed by a frame ϕ if ϕ{w 7→ c0 } ≈E ϕ{w 7→ c1 }.
The substitutions {w 7→ c0 } and {w 7→ c1 } correspond to instantiations of the
password with distinct actual values; each of the frames represents what an
attacker may obtain in the course of a protocol execution and then analyze
off-line. The soundness of this formal notion is a corollary of Theorem 1, as
is a generalization to multiple passwords. The formal notion can be applied to
some examples from the literature (such as the EKE protocol [13, 7]), and the
corollaries then yield computational guarantees for those examples.
Corollary 1 (Single password). Assume a secure implementation. Let ϕ be
a well-formed frame, let w be a constant of sort Data, and let c0 , c1 be two
fresh, distinct constants of sort Data. If ϕ{w 7→ c0 } ≈E ϕ{w 7→ c1 } then w
is computationally hidden in ϕ: for all PPTIME-computable sequences of bitstrings κ0 , κ1 with κi (η) ∈ {0, 1}α1 (η) ,
[[ϕ]] η,w7→κ0 (η) ≈ [[ϕ]] η,w7→κ1 (η)
Corollary 2 (Multiple passwords). Assume a secure implementation. Let ϕ
be a well-formed frame, let w1 , . . . , wn be n constants of sort Data, and let c0 ,
c1 , . . . , cn be n+1 fresh, distinct constants of sort Data. If ϕ{w1 7→ c1 , . . . , wn 7→
cn } ≈E ϕ{w1 7→ c0 , . . . , wn 7→ c0 } then w1 , . . . , wn are computationally hidden
in ϕ: for all (not necessarily pairwise distinct) PPTIME-computable sequences
of bit-strings κ1 . . . κn , κ01 . . . κ0n with κi (η), κ0i (η) ∈ {0, 1}α1 (η) ,
[[ϕ]] η,w1 7→κ1 (η),...,wn 7→κn (η) ≈ [[ϕ]] η,w1 7→κ0 (η),...,wn 7→κ0 (η)
1

6

n

Conclusion

In this paper we investigate the computational foundations of a formal notion
of data indistinguishability, static equivalence. We define a particular equational
theory for which we can obtain a computational soundness result. Although
they are largely based on ideas common in previous work, neither the equational
theory nor our computational assumptions are straightforward. The main difficulties that we address relate to encryption under data values. Correspondingly,
we obtain a soundness result for a formal criterion of protection against guessing
attacks on those data values.
A direction for further work is the generalization of our results to other
cryptographic primitives. For instance, certain password-based protocols make
a sophisticated use of exponentiation, which we do not include in our equational
theory. Yet other primitives, such as digital signatures, are important for trace
properties and for process equivalences (more so than for static equivalences).
We hope that, perhaps with these extensions, the present work may serve as a
component of an eventual computational justification of process equivalences.
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